
 
• After much planning, Trinity Teens, Tweens, their families, and several other adults, along with 

members of Salem met at Trinity at 6 am on Friday morning to head out to the Creation Museum and 
Planetarium 

• The Teens, Tweens, and their chaperones were on one bus and adults were on the other one 

• The chaperones on the Teens bus planned to keep the group entertained with movies and trivia games 

• Beth Newman was charge of keeping the adults in line and entertained ☺ 
 

 
• GROUP PICTURE: We had 84 people on this trip! 

• We arrived around 11 am, posed for a group picture, then broke into groups to tour the museum and 
the grounds 

• We were all impressed with the size and quality of the exhibits and that they were built around the 
Christian faith in a world created by God 6000 years ago and not millions of years ago by accident 

• Lots of dinosaur exhibits that explained how they fit into a Christian history of the world 

• The grounds were just as beautiful as the inside 

• The Teens wrapped up with the planetarium 

• EASTER EGG – Based on the group pictures, someone had an out of body experience!! 

 
• We headed back to Florence Kentucky for dinner 

• Everyone broke into groups at the mall to eat at different restaurants 

• Afterward, the adults headed to their hotel and the Teens\Tweens and their chaperones headed to the 
Ark 

 
• As you can see, the size of the Ark is very impressive, even from the entrance which is a mile away!  

• We were a bit early so our Ark chaperones took us on a private tour of the zoo 

• The ark is lit up at dusk so that it shows the rainbow, which is the symbol of God’s promise 
 



 
• Once we were on the Ark, we had a scavenger hunt for the first couple of hours 

• We broke in groups and had to find exhibits that matched a set of questions. We wrote down the 
answers then took a picture of our group next to the exhibit – in case of a tie 

• There is a bit of dispute over the winners of the scavenger hunt (raise your hand if you won!) 

• The group finally got to sleep at 1 am – 19 hours after leaving Trinity! 

 
• We were up at 7 am to pack up our sleeping bags 

• We met out front to a group picture before starting a full day at the Ark 

 
• Our Ark chaperone arranged to give our Teens\Tweens a private petting zoo tour 

• The guide came in early on his morning off (and he drove an hour to get there!) 

• We were VERY up close to the animals! 

• Camels, lizards, turtles, cows, kangaroos, donkeys, goats and more! 

• Some of our group left early to start their zipline adventure 

 
• There were 3 zipline tours available; 1, 2 and 3 hours 

• We had groups on all 3 tours 

• Some of the zipline towers swayed side to side at the top 

• There was also an opportunity to do a freefall from 25 feet!! 

 
• The Ark Zoo also has camel rides 

• Did you know that:  

• They have pad on their feet that supports the animal on loose sand in much the same way that a 
snowshoe helps a person walk on snow. The pad enables the animal to firmly grasp the earth. The 



toenails protect the feet from damages resulting from a bump. In the camel both legs on the same side 
rise and fall together. This leg action produces a swaying, rocking motion. 

 
• By now everyone from the adult group were at the Ark and were roaming inside and out 

• We know that the Ark was built to match the size that is listed in the Bible but the inside was designed 
with artistic license based on the needs of the human and animal passengers for over a year  

• The Ark was built with real wood and to modern codes with modern tools 

• Amish craftsmen completed most of the interior woodworking of the modern Ark which included 48 ft 
single span timbers that are supporting the structure! 

• It is 450 feet by 75 feet by 45 feet – it could fit 1300 modern standard 20 ft shipping containers 

• Seeing the size of the Ark made us to realize how much involvement God had in Noah’s planning and 
building of it 

• Noah was over 500 years old when he started building the Ark! 

• It is commonly believed that it took his family 50-100 years to build it 

• By mid-day the Ark was packed with visitors!! 

 
• Everyone started heading back to the buses by 3 pm to start the trip home 

• Last chance for a photo op! 

 
• We stopped halfway home for food and fellowship! 

• Lots of stories shared of the 2 days at the Creation Museum and Ark Encounter 

 
• We arrived back at Trinity around 9 pm on Saturday – tired but happy for the experience together! 



 
 

 
 


